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Let G be a graph. The circuit polynomial of G is the polynomial C & w,, where w, is a 
weight given to the circuit a in G, k We is the weight of a spanning subgraph of G, consisting 
of circuits, nodes and edges, and the summation is taken over all such spanning subgraphs in G. 
The circuit polynimial of a graph is a generalization of ilts characteristic polya>mial. The 
characteristic polynomials of wheels and ladders are deduced from their corresponding circuit 
polynomials. 
Let G be a graph. By a circuit coaer of G we mean a spanning subgraph of G, 
whose components are nodes, edges and circuits. We call the circuits with more 
than two nodes, proper circuits. With each component cu of a circuit cover, let us 
assocrate a weight w,. With each circuit cover of G let us associate a weight 
n, w,, where the product is taken over all components of the cover. Then the 
circuit polynomial of G is 1 n, w,, where the summation is taken over all the 
circuit covers of G. The fundamental properties of circuit polynomials are given in 
Farrell [3]. 
If to each circuit with PE nodes we assign a weight w,,, then the circuit 
polynomial of G will be a polynomial in the indeterminates wl, w?, l 0 l , etc. 
These indeterminates will be elements of a vector = (w,, w2, w3, * l l ). We will 
therefore denote the circuit polynomial of G by C(G; w). We will denote the 
characteristic polynomial of G by 4( G ; x). If we restrict the components of the 
circuit covers to circuits with one and two nodes only, the resulting ,polynomial is 
called the matching polynomial of G. This polynomial will be denoted by 
), and its generating function by M(c’j; w, t). 
The wheel Wp is the graph obtained by joining a node (called the hub of W,) to 
all the nodes of q--l (called the rim of Wp). We will take W, to be an isolated 
node and to be an edge i.e. o W3 is i triangle. 
to be the graph formed g the correspondin 
chains Pa (trees with no es of valencies 1 and 2 only), each 
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The long ludder L,, (or just the ‘ladder’) is the graph formed by joining corres- 
ponding nodes of two equal circuits, each containing n nodes. 
Upper limits of summations will be infinity or the maximum value of the 
variable for which the summand is defined 
We will use the results for the matching polynomials M(P’ ; w) and M(iC, ; w) of 
the chain and ckuit respectively, as given in Farrell [4]. The following result f$ 
also given in [4). i: establishes the connection between circuit polynomials and 
ch piracteristic polynomials. 
. 4(G; x) = C(G; (x, -1, -2, -2, l 0 l , -2)). 
The covers of the wheel Wp can be partitioned into three classes: (i) those 
containing the rim of WP, (ii) those containing a proper circuit other than the rim, 
or an edge connecting the hub with the rim, and (iii) those containing no Froper 
circuits and in which the hub is isolated. 
By adding the contributions of these three types of covers, we get 
C(W,; w)=Aip)+Np)+Eip), 
where A(p) = wlw,+ 
w,(MiC,,-,; 4). 
B(p) = (p - l)& wNiJ&; w) and E(p) = 
This yields the following explicit result for C( WP ; w). 
For p > 1 we have 
C(W,;w)=w~i-(p-l) f w,y (P-;-k)W:-r-Zkw; 
r=2 k-0 I 
+ 1 (p”) (p;rT2)w;-2rw; + WlW*_+ 
r=l ’ r 
By using Theorem 1, we get the following explicit result for the characteristic 
polynomial of the wheel. 
.I. For p 2 4 we ham 
4( wp; x) = xp -(p - l)IF2i- [i-l)’ (P,‘) (pj--J~2)xr-~r 
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We can obtain a generating function for C( WP ; ) by adding the generating 
functions for A(p), B(p) and E(p). From this generating function, the following 
result (in which W(p) is written for C( WP ; w)) is obtained. 
3. For p >6 we have 
w(p)=2w,w(p-l)-(w~- 2w~)w(p-2)-2w~w~W(p-3) 
-wfW(p--4)+(p-l)w,-(p-4)w,w,_,-[2w~+(p+1)~~]w~_~ 
+(w:-2w2)w~wP_3+2w:w~wp_4+ wlw;wp_s, 
with 
W(1) = Wl, W(2) = w:+ w2, W(3)= W;+4WIW2+2W3, 
W(4)= w~+6w~w2+4w1w3+3w~+3w~, 
W(5) = w;+&$w, +4w:w3+ 13w~w~+5w~w,+4w,w3+4w5 
and 
W(6):= w~+10w~w2+5w~w3+20w~w~+5w~w~+6w1w5+10w1w2w3 
+5w;+5w2w~+5Wg. 
By using Theorem 1, we can deduce the follow Lmg recxrence ior the charac- 
teristic polynomial of the wheel. 
Corollary 3.1. For p >C we have 
9(w,; 4 = WWyp-1; x)-(x2+2)4(Wp__L;, x)+2x&(W,_,; x) 
-4(W*-4; x)-2x3 -2x2+(2p-14)x+4, 
with 
4W,;x~=x, qb(W,; x) = x2- 1, 4(W3;x)=x3-4x-4, 
4(W,;x)=x4-6x2-8x-3, 4(W,: %)=x5-8x3-4x:~ 
an.d 
~(w~;x)=x6-10x4-10x3+10x2+8x-5. 
‘This recurrence is quite useful for finding values of 4( W,, ; x) for p > 6. 
The circuit covers of Sn consist of sections (smaller short ladders) of S, 
altemate!y po*.ered by matchings and proper circuits. Let m, (i =: 0, 1,2, l l l , k) 
be the length (number of nodes on one side) of the sections of S, covered by 
matchings, and ni (i s mvemxl by proper circuits. 
can be zero; but we 
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The generating function for the contribution of such a cover (with k sections) is 
S(t) u(t)SW = s(t)[~wwv, i 2= 1 
where 
S(t)=M(Sn; w, t) anr’t u(t)= m W2mt - 
m=2 
Hence by summing for all values of k and using the expression for S(t) given in 
Farrell [5], we can obtain a generating function for S(n) = C(S,, ; w). From this 
generating function, we obtain the followins result. 
4. For n 2 3 we have 
S(n)=(wf+2w2)S(n-l)+w:w2S(n-2)-wzS(n-3) 
+nf w2,[S(n- Y)- w2S(n- r- I)]+ w2n, 
r=2 
with S(O)= 1 (by conoention), S(l)= wf+ w2 and S(2)= w~+4w:w2f2~$+W4. 
Hence from Theorem 1, we obtain the following recurrence for the charazteris- 
tic polynomial of the short ladder. 
.I. For n 2 4 we have 
with 
and 
4(S,; x)=(x2- 1)4(S,_,; x)-2~~4(&_~; x) 
+(x2- 3)4(S,_,; x) + 4(&_4; x), 
4&; xl = 1, 4(S,; x)=x2- 1, 4(S2; x) = x4-4x2 
4(S,; x) = x6-7x4+7x; - 1. 
Consider a planar drawing of L+,,, as two concentric circuits C, with their 
corresponding nodes joined. We can partition the wvers of L,, into five classez (i) 
those which contain a non-major circuit which encloses a point drawn in the 
“centre” of I& (ii! :hose which contain exactly one of the major circuits, (iii) 
those containing proper circuits and having the property that their proper circuits 
do not contain a point drawn in the centre of &,, (iv) tlhose containing the two 
ajor s~rc~~ts~ al,J (v) ose containing no proper circuits. 
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By adding the contributions of these five types of covers, we obtain the 
following resul:. 
C(L; w)=C [(2n,c2)Wn+2k )]+2wnM(C,; w) 
,,,-r; w) +w:+M(L; w), 1 
where the first summation is taken over all solutions of I& n, = n - 2k, with k > 0, 
and the second’ summation is taken over all solutions of & q = n, with 2 s n, s n 
and k>O. 
Hence from Theorem 1, we get the following expression for the characteristic . 
polynomial of L. 
Corolhy 5.1. We have 
~WGX)=C [-4(nl+l) 
ir: 1 
6R$; x)]-4e(c& x)1 
f 
I[ 
nI(-2)k fi i O(S,_,; x)1+0(1%; x)+4, 
i=lr=2 
where the summations are as defined in Theorem 5 and 816; x) = M(G; (x, -1)). 
We have used the results obtained for the circuit polynomials 01 wheels and 
ladders in order to deduce analogous results for the characteristic polynomials of 
wheels and ladders. The explicit results obtained for wheels and short ladders as 
given in Corollaries 3.1 and 4.1, are quite usable. However the result for the long 
ladder given in Corollary 5.1 is not. 
There are other known results for the characteristic polynomials of these graphs 
in terms of characteristic polynomials of circuits and chains. The wheel Wn can be 
viewed as a join c_, -I- K1. Consequently it is known that 
45( ul, ; x)(x - 2) = 4(C,_,; X)(X2-2X - n + 1). 
The short <and long ladders can be expressed as Cartesian products (see [69. 
§,, = P;, x K2 and L,, = CG x K2, Tnerefore 
and 
#(L,; x)=4(<;,; x+1)4&,; x-l’. 
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For a survey of these results and other results on characte:ristic polynomials of 
graphs in terms of smaller subgraphs see Cvctkovik [I] and Finck and Grohmann 
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